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Description
The TNMEcho component is used for sending text to an internet echo server, and having that text echoed
back to you, as described in RFC 862.
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About the TNMEcho component
TNMEcho reference
Purpose
The purpose of the TNMEcho component is to send text to the remote echo host, and having that text 
echoed back to you. This is used most often for testing network integrity and speed.

RFC: RFC 862

Tasks
Before sending text to the server, a connection must be established. Establishing a connection is done by 
setting the Host property to a valid internet echo server, and the Port property to the corresponding port. 
Please note that Echo servers usually listen on well-known port 7.

Echoing text to the server:
Sending text to the server is done with the Echo method. The string passed as the parameter to this 
method will be the return value once the server sends the text back.



ElapsedTime property
See also Example

Declaration
property ElapsedTime: single;

Description
The ElapsedTime property is the time it takes for the server to echo the text sent with the Echo method 
back to the client 

Scope: Public
Accessibility: RunTime, ReadOnly

Notes:
This property won't be set unless an Echo is called, and will contain the result from the last echo until 
another echo is complete successfully.



See also

Echo method



Example

To recreate this example, you will need to create a new blank Delphi application.

Place a TEdit, 2 TLabels, 3 TButtons, and a TNMEcho on the form.

Insert the following code into Button1's OnClick event:

procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
begin
    NMEcho1.Host := 'www.netmastersllc.com';
    NMEcho1.Connect;
end;

Insert the following code into Button2's OnClick event:

procedure TForm1.Button2Click(Sender: TObject);
begin
    NMEcho1.Disconnect;
end;

Insert the following code into Button3's OnClick event:

procedure TForm1.Button3Click(Sender: TObject);
begin
    Label1.Caption := NMEcho1.Echo(Edit1.Text);
    Label2.Caption := FloatToStr(NMEcho1.ElapsedTime);
end;

Example Description:
When this application is run, click Button1 to connect to the remote host, which is set to 
www.netmastersllc.com. Button2 is used to disconnect the client from the remote host when echoing has 
been finished. Button3 echoes the text in Edit1, and whatever text is returned is displayed in Label1's 
caption. Label2's caption is set to the ElapsedTime property (a string representation thereof), which 
displays how many milliseconds it took for the data to get echoed.



Echo method
See also Example

Declaration
function Echo(EchoString: string): string;

Description
The Echo method sends the text passed in EchoString to the remote server. It returns the text that is 
echoed back, which should be the same as the EchoString parameter.

Parameters:
The EchoString parameter is the text to be echoed to the server.

Return Value:
The text echoed back is returned as a string. It should be the same as the text sent in the EchoString 
parameter, with the exception of a Carrieage return/Line feed appened to it.

Notes:
You must be Connected to the remote host before calling this method. If a connection is not present, the 
OnConnectionRequired event is called.
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